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The tectonic evolution of the Anadarko Basin began in the Precambrian during the breakup
of Gondwana when one arm of a failed rift tore through southern Oklahoma as a large
igneous province was emplaced. This event was followed by thermal post-rift subsidence as
the Great American Carbonate Bank covered North America, resulting in thick carbonate
deposition into the failed rift. During the Pennsylvanian Orogeny, intra-plate tectonics
inverted the failed rift creating the Wichita Uplift and associated Anadarko foreland basin. A
detailed study on structures in the Anadarko Basin and Wichita Uplift records the tectonic
evolution of southern Oklahoma which included a rotation in regional stresses during the
Late Pennsylvanian. This insight helps to understand the structural styles that developed in
the basin and on the Anadarko Shelf with implications to timing of trap and hydrocarbon
migration. Southern Oklahoma consists of large macroscopic structures related to the
orogeny, while the Anadarko Shelf contains smaller scale structures, including significant
sub-seismic stuctures. Many of these structures impact operations and production by acting
as fluid conduits (leaky faults and fractures resulting in mud loss and well connectivity), or
by acting as barriers (fault seals and reservoir compartmentalization). By understanding
these structures, we can do a better job at predicting the impact on a play, such as
identifying sweet spots or preparing for operational risks, but it all starts by looking at the
system from the basement up and by knowing the structural origin of the basin.
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